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The visibility and financial control you need to keep projects on track.

Tracking down data from multiple, unconnected sources isn’t time well spent, especially when 

multiple jobs are running at the same time. That’s why it makes sense to connect ProEst with your 

MYOB accounting solution, creating a seamless flow of information that’s accurate, complete and 

fully up-to-date. Because data is transferred automatically, there’s no need for back-office staff to 

re-enter and verify project information. Result? Your company can focus on building, not paperwork—

and stay in control of finances from start to finish.

Why ProEst + MYOB integration Construction matters
Making sure that your construction projects make—not lose—money is an essential part of construc-

tion business success, but unintended data errors can get in the way. ProEst + MYOB integration 

changes all that, moving data from the estimating phase to accounting tasks automatically. Without 

the need to re-enter and verify information, you save time and effort, and the accuracy of your project 

information is virtually guaranteed.
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Working smarter, not harder, is what ProEst + MYOB integration is all about. Project data is entered 

just once, eliminating re-entry errors, and our shared cloud platform means vital project information 

is available to your teams 24/7, whether they’re on the site or in the office. That’s the kind of day- 

in,-day-out productivity you need to meet your clients’ expectations and grow your business.

Automatic Data Transfer

ProEst + MYOB integration lets  

you transfer budgeted labor and 

materials costs in just seconds.

Seamless Data Flow

ProEst + MYOB integration eliminates 

the inefficiency of disconnected appli-

cations and data sets.

Multi-Team Collaboration

ProEst + MYOB integration keeps 

estimators, project managers, account-

ing and field teams connected.

Complete Transparency

ProEst + MYOB integration gives you 

the big-picture view of costs, revenue 

and profitability.

24/7 Online Access

ProEst + MYOB integration provides  

a central hub for project data with  

anytime, anywhere online access.

Reduced Rework Demands

ProEst + MYOB integration cuts down 

on process bottlenecks, reporting 

errors and rework.

Get to know ProEst construction estimating

ProEst provides advanced construction estimating capabilities for leading companies and 

public sector clients in the United States, Canada and Australia. Our cloud-based platform 

combines cost estimating, digital takeoffs and bid day analysis in a single powerful solution— 

a proven way to reduce costs, ensure accuracy and streamline pre-construction workflow.

Visit www.proest.com to learn more or schedule a live online demonstration.
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